How Did They Do That?
Surviving and Thriving in Scott County’s Past

Water
Everyone needs water! People in Scott County’s past needed water for themselves,
for livestock, for washing and for watering crops– just like people do today. But in
the past, you couldn't just turn on the tap and get clean water! You had to get
water for yourself. There were three main ways that people got water.

How to get water in 1875
1. From the river
By 1875, people knew that
river water was not always
safe to drink. If you didn’t
live near the water it also
had to be hauled long
distances. River water could
be used for home and farm
chores.
2. From rain
People used huge barrels,
sometimes called cisterns,
to collect rain water. This water would then be stored, and could be pumped
into the kitchen for washing. It was also used to water crops!
3. From a well
Scott County is blessed with lots of underground water! This water was usually
safe to drink—people just had to get to it! On the next page, read the TRUE
STORY of a well struck in Scott County in 1899.

Drilling a Well in Scott County
The following story of drilling a well was published in the Shakopee Argus
newspaper in 1899. It tells you the crazy lengths that people would go to in
order to have fresh water available on their property!

“...work was started some weeks ago
to drive a well, to secure a supply of
good drinking water. The place where
the well was driven was eight miles
from the riverbank. He dug the well
through 173 feet of blue clay until he
struck a bed of gravel, and into this he
was able to dig but two feet. Whereas
there was no prospect for a supply of
fresh water, the project was abandoned
for two or three weeks. But then it was noticed that water was
trickling in the hole a drop at a time. This led to the idea that
one might be able to clear out the screen at the bottom of the
well with dynamite and thus secure a flow of water. Mr
Bromwell dropped half a pound of explosive into the pipe and
was gratified half a minute later to see the water come up with
sufficient force to throw it 15 feet in the air. The flow has
continued undiminished, providing 70 gallons daily of drinking
water for the county.”
Imagine you are living in Scott County 150 years ago. How would you
get water? Write a story on the back of this page. Share it with the
Scott County Historical Society at info@scottcountyhistory.org for a
chance to be featured in the SCHS Blog!
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Food
The land in Scott County has been used for farming for thousands of years! Dakota
people planted and harvested crops, as did European Americans. People in Scott
County also hunted, fished, raised animals and gathered wild foods including berries and wild rice.
Scott County also has long cold winters and hot summers. Food could be frozen
and preserved during the winter, but keeping food fresh during hot summers could
be hard! Here are some of the ways they did it.
Egg Testing
Today we store eggs in the refrigerator at a cold temperature. Many people also
buy eggs from a grocery store that prints an expiration date on the package. We do
these things to ensure that our eggs are fresh when we eat them.
People in Scott County’s past wanted to eat fresh eggs too! But they usually stored
their eggs at room temperature, and got them from chickens that someone in their
community raised. Before they used them, people would TEST their eggs to make
sure they were fresh.
How to Test An Egg for Freshness
You will need:


Eggs



A bowl of cold water

1. Fill a bowl full of cold water. The bowl should be large enough that the water
can completely cover the egg. Put your egg gently in the water.
2. If the egg sinks to the bottom, turns on its side and stays there, it is VERY FRESH
3. If the egg sinks, but stands upright or at an angle, it is older, but safe to eat
4. If the egg floats, it has gone bad!

ICe
Scott County has long been known for
farming, but in the past it was known for
another industry: ICE.
Before electricity, people kept their food cold
in the summer using iceboxes. An icebox was
basically an insulated ice chest with a door.
Huge blocks of ice would be placed inside
along with food, and the ice would keep the
food cold until it melted. This sounds great,
but there was still a problem that needed to
be solved:
How did people get ice in the summer when
nothing was frozen?

The Ice Industry
Scott County was an
important part of the ice
industry. In the winter,
people would use saws to
cut huge blocks of ice out of
the Minnesota River, and out
of lakes around the county.
This ice would keep food cold
at home, and be shipped all
over the world to places with
no natural ice.
Sawing blocks of ice on the Minnesota River near Shakopee around 1910.

The ice was kept frozen
throughout the summer in
buildings called icehouses.

On the next page, learn how icehouses worked, and make one of your own!

ICehouses
Icehouses were used to store blocks of ice
during the hot summer months. To make an ice
house, you needed two things: Thick walls, and
lots of sand, straw, or sawdust.
Thick walls could be made in multiple ways.
Sometimes, lots of layers of wood, brick, stone
or clay were used to build walls that were
several feet thick. Sometimes, ice houses would
be dug out of a hill so the dirt surrounding the
house would act as insulation.
Once you had a nice thick structure, ice blocks would be packed into it tightly,
surrounded by sand, straw or sawdust. These materials would also help insulate
the ice. In a well-made icehouse, ice blocks could last for years in spite of
summer heat!
Make your own icehouse (and test it out)!
You will need:





Two ice cubes
A plate
A small container, just larger than your ice cube. If possible, find a jar,
Tupperware, box or cup that also has a lid!

1. Put a layer of sand in the bottom of your container.
2. Set an ice cube in your container, and then fill the rest of the space up with
sand, completely surrounding the ice cube.
3. Put the lid on top of your box.
4. Set your other ice cube on the plate.
5. Come back in a few hours and see whether the ice cube in your icehouse or the
one on the plate has melted more!
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SHELTER
People living in Scott County 175 years ago had to manage hot summers and long
cold winters, just like people do today! They had to build homes that would keep
them safe from the weather.
Below you will see examples of materials that people in Scott County had available
to build shelters in the past. On the next page, try to design your own shelter using
the things you see below! You could also think about how people might have cut
wood or stone, or how they might fasten different materials together to build
homes!
Once you are done, look on the back of that page to see examples of the actual
homes people in Scott County built 175 years ago.

Animal bones and hides

Limestone

Wood

River Water

Prairie Grass

Tree Bark

Dakota people built summer lodges along the
Minnesota River using tree bark and a wooden
frame. These large buildings allowed for
comfortable airflow during the hot summer
months. During this time, large groups of people
would gather into villages to hunt, fish, and harvest
crops and wild rice.

Sod houses were built by cutting out layers of sod
into triangles. Sod is soil that is thick with the roots
of prairie plants. These sod pieces would be stacked
to build a shelter. Wood, grass, or more sod might
be used for the roof. A sod house had very thick
walls, which helped people stay warm in the winter
and cool in the summer. Sometimes the inside
would be painted with a white paint made from
burning limestone in order to keep the dirt from
spreading.

European Americans might cut down trees to build
a cabin. Trees were cut down and notched so that
they could be stacked top of one another. As this
fresh “green” wood dried, it would shrink, so the
cracks would have to be patched with grass, mud,
or newspaper. Later, logs would be cut or “milled”
using flowing river water to power giant saws. This
milled wood could build a more warm home.

Today, Dakota people are often associated with
tipis. The tipi was one of many shelters that Dakota
people used. It was made of bison hide stretched
over a frame of wooden poles. Tipis were useful
because they could easily be packed up and moved
when hunting or making maple sugar. The small
space was also easy to keep warm with a fire in
winter!
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Communication
It is important to share news, messages, and ideas with people who are far away!
As many of you learned with virtual school this year, today we can instantly
communicate with words, files and video.
In Scott County’s past, communication was much slower. People often wrote
letters to share news with loved ones who were far away. Sometimes these letters
took months to arrive.
But in 1816 a new machine was invented! It used electricity to send short
messages over long distances! This machine was called the telegraph.
Telegraphs sent messages along new electrical wires using short and long pulses.
You couldn’t send actual words or pictures with a telegraph. Instead, a language
called Morse code was invented to translate the short and long pulses into words.
In Morse code, a long pulse was represented by a line, and a short pulse by a dot.
The Morse code alphabet looked like this:

Telegraphs were the first form of “instant” communication and people were very
excited about them!
Telegraph machines, like the one in the drawing below, were installed in post
offices across the country. Early on in Scott County’s history, a person called a
telegraph operator had the job of waiting by the telegraph for a message to come in.
When it did, they would have to quickly write down the code, and then translate it
to words. When writing Morse code, different words were separated by a slash, or
“/”
By the 1860s, telegraphs would be attached to early “keyboards,” allowing the
morse code to slowly be translated to letters by the telegraph machine itself!

Here is a drawing of a telegraph! To operate it, the handle was pushed on the right, creating a click that lasted
as long as you held the handle down. These clicks were carried along electrical wires to operators around the
world!

Think you have what it takes to be a Telegraph Operator?
Test your skills!
1. Translate a message. Use the Morse code alphabet on the first page to
translate the messages on the back of this page.
2. Try writing your own messages using Morse code!
3. Have some one “send” you a telegraph message! Stand on one side of a
wall, and have them stand on the other. Then they can knock on the wall
to send a message– long knocks for a dash, and short knocks for a dot!
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